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It is now well known that there is a strong association of the extremes of the Indian summer monsoon
rainfall (ISMR) with the El Niño and southern oscillation (ENSO) and the Equatorial Indian Ocean
Oscillation (EQUINOO), later being an east–west oscillation in convection anomaly over the equatorial
Indian Ocean. So far, the index used for EQUINOO is EQWIN, which is based on the surface zonal
wind over the central equatorial Indian Ocean. Since the most important attribute of EQUINOO is the
oscillation in convection/precipitation, we believe that the indices based on convection or precipitation
would be more appropriate. Continuous and reliable data on outgoing longwave radiation (OLR), and
satellite derived precipitation are now available from 1979 onwards. Hence, in this paper, we introduce
new indices for EQUINOO, based on the difference in the anomaly of OLR/precipitation between eastern
and western parts of the equatorial Indian Ocean. We show that the strong association of extremes of
the Indian summer monsoon with ENSO and EQUINOO is also seen when the new indices are used to
represent EQUINOO.

1. Introduction

The strong link between the interannual varia-
tion of Indian summer monsoon rainfall (ISMR)
and El Niño and the southern oscillation (ENSO)
with a higher propensity of droughts in associa-
tion with El Niño and of excess rainfall seasons in
association with La Niña (Sikka 1980; Rasmusson
and Carpenter 1983) is well known. Recent studies
have shown that, in addition to ENSO, equatorial
Indian Ocean oscillation (EQUINOO) also plays
an important role in the interannual variation of
ISMR (Gadgil et al. 2003, 2004, 2007; Ihara et al.
2007; Francis and Gadgil 2010; Boschat et al. 2012;
Rajeevan et al. 2012). A comprehensive review of
the association between the EQUINOO and the
regional climate over the Indian Ocean and the

surrounding landmass is given in Vinayachandran
et al. (2009). EQUINOO is considered to be the
atmospheric component of the Indian Ocean dipole
mode (IOD, Saji et al. 1999). The anomalies
of convection/outgoing longwave radiation (OLR,
Liebmann and Smith 1996), over the western equa-
torial Indian Ocean (WEIO: 50◦–70◦E, 10◦S–10◦N)
tend to be of the opposite sign to the OLR
anomalies over the eastern equatorial Indian Ocean
(EEIO: 90◦–110◦E, 10◦S–EQ) during each of the
summer monsoon months (June–September), and
the correlation between the OLR of these regions
is negative (figure 1a, b). EQUINOO is defined as
the oscillation between a state in which the con-
vection/precipitation is enhanced over WEIO and
suppressed over the EEIO (positive phase, e.g.,
August 1994 (figure 1c, d)) and that in which
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Figure 1. Correlation between OLR and OLR averaged over (a) WEIO and (b) EEIO. Anomaly patterns OLR and surface
wind for (c) August 1994 and (e) August 1986. Anomaly patterns of precipitation for (d) August 1994 and (f) August 1986.

convection/precipitation is enhanced over EEIO
and suppressed over WEIO (negative phase, e.g.,
August 1986 (figure 1e, f)).

Although the distinguishing attribute of
EQUINOO is the see-saw in the convection over
EEIO and WEIO, and the monsoon–EQUINOO
link is manifested as a link between the OLR
anomaly over the Indian region and that over the
equatorial Indian Ocean, so far the index used
for EQUINOO is based on the surface zonal wind
over the central equatorial Indian Ocean. This was

essentially due to the availability of wind data for
a longer period compared to the satellite derived
OLR data. Gadgil et al. (2004) used an index for
EQUINOO based on the zonal component of the
surface wind averaged over the central equatorial
Indian Ocean (CEIO: 60◦–90◦E, 2.5◦S–2.5◦N). This
zonal wind index (henceforth EQWIN) is defined
as the negative of the anomaly of the surface zonal
wind over CEIO, normalized by its standard devi-
ation. It was derived from the surface wind data
available from NCEP Reanalysis of 1958 (Kalney
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et al. 1996). The results of Ihara et al. (2007) who
used COADS data (Worley et al. 2005) to derive
the zonal wind index for a much longer period
(1881–1998) to study the association of ISMR
with ENSO and EQUINOO are consistent with
those of Gadgil et al. (2004).

We believe that a more appropriate measure of
the phase and strength of EQUINOO would be
an index based on the OLR anomalies over WEIO
and EEIO. An index based on OLR would also be
very useful for the research community since it can
be readily derived from the OLR data which are
extensively analysed. For assessment of the perfor-
mance of models in simulating/predicting the mon-
soon, generally rainfall is analysed (e.g., Rajeevan
et al. 2012). Satellite derived rainfall data are also
available from 1979. Hence it would also be useful
to define an index of EQUINOO based on rainfall.
In this note, we propose such indices for EQUINOO
based on east–west gradients of OLR and rainfall
anomalies.

2. Data

The ISMR data used here are from the archive
at http://www.tropmet.res (Parthasarathy et al.
1995) and long term mean and standard devia-
tion (for the period 1871–2011) have been used
in computation of the normalized anomalies. The
ENSO index used is the negative of the normalized
SST anomaly averaged over the NINO3.4 region in
the Pacific Ocean (NINO 3.4 SST anomaly data
is taken from http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov).
EQWIN is based on the surface wind data from
NCEP reanalysis and the long term mean and
standard deviation used for the computation of
EQWIN are calculated using the data for the
period 1958–2011. Monthly mean OLR data is
downloaded from http://www.cdc.noaa.gov and
monthly mean merged rainfall data (Xie and Arkin
1996) is obtained from ftp://ftp.cpc.ncep.noaa.
gov/precip/cmap/. EQUINOLR and EQUINRAIN
are derived from OLR/rainfall data for the period
1979–2011.

3. Indices of EQUINOO

EQWIN, the index used for EQUINOO is based
on the surface zonal wind over the central equato-
rial Indian Ocean. Surface wind over the tropical
oceans is believed to be primarily driven by the
heating associated with the condensation of water
vapour in deep convection (Webster 1972; Gill
1980) or by the SST gradients (Lindzen and Nigam
1987). Which of the two is important depends on

how much of the pressure gradient at the sur-
face is imprinted from above by the free tro-
pospheric pressure gradient (due to the heating
gradient associated with deep convection) and how
much is directly imposed by the SST (Sobel 2007).
Bacmeister and Suarez (2002)’s analysis of the
NCEP-NCAR reanalysis for the zonal component
of the wind, showed that for the most part, the
free tropospheric component dominated the SST
controlled component. Chang et al.’s (2001) study
for a dry linear GCM showed that in the deter-
mination of the zonal component of the wind, the
free tropospheric heating gradient tended to dom-
inate. We, therefore, expect the zonal wind over
the central equatorial Indian Ocean to be primar-
ily determined by the east–west OLR gradient over
the equatorial Indian Ocean. Thus, when convec-
tion is enhanced in the western part of the equato-
rial Indian Ocean (positive phase of EQUINOO),
the anomalous pressure gradient force is expected
to be westward and anomalies in the zonal wind
to be easterly over the central equatorial Indian
Ocean (e.g., August 1994, figure 1c). On the other
hand, when convection is enhanced over the east-
ern part of the equatorial Indian Ocean (negative
phase of EQUINOO), westerly anomalies of the
zonal wind are expected over the central equato-
rial Indian Ocean (e.g., August 1986, figure 1e).
Anomaly of the zonal wind over the central equa-
torial Indian Ocean was considered as one of the
measures of strength of the Indian Ocean Dipole
(Saji et al. 1999).

The difference between the OLR anomalies over
EEIO and WEIO is found to be highly correlated
with EQWIN (coefficient 0.77) with a consistency
in the sign of the two indices for a vast majority of
the years (figure 2a). However, the summer mon-
soon of 2011 turned out to be a major exception,
with a negative value of EQWIN associated with
a large positive value of the difference between the
OLR anomalies of EEIO and WEIO. For exam-
ple, the OLR anomaly pattern for August 2011
indicates a substantiate enhancement of convec-
tion over the WEIO and suppression of convection
over the EEIO. The magnitude of the anomalies
is so large that the region with low OLR, which
is located over EEIO in the climatology, shifts to
WEIO (figure 2b). These OLR and OLR anomaly
patterns are similar to those observed in August
2007 (figure 2b). In August 2007, as expected, the
surface wind as well as its anomaly are easterly
along the CEIO. On the other hand, in August
2011 the mean zonal wind over the CEIO is strong
and westerly, which is inconsistent with the OLR
pattern. As for August 2007 and 2011, for June–
September 2007 and 2011 also, the convection
gradients imply easterly winds over the central
equatorial Indian Ocean. Furthermore, the SST

http://www.tropmet.res
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov
http://www.cdc.noaa.gov
ftp://ftp.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/precip/cmap/
ftp://ftp.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/precip/cmap/
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Figure 2. (a) Normalized (by standard deviation) anomaly of the difference in June–September mean OLR between EEIO
and WEIO is plotted against seasonal values of EQWIN for each year in the period 1979–2011. (b) OLR (left) and OLR
anomaly (right) patterns for August 2011 (top) and August 2007 (bottom). Surface zonal wind and surface zonal wind
anomaly averaged over the CEIO are overlaid on the OLR and OLR anomaly patterns respectively. (c) Monthly variation
of EQWIN and the difference in OLR anomaly between EEIO and WEIO for the period 1999–2011.
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gradients in all these cases also favour easterly
winds. Thus the zonal surface wind as well as the
anomaly are inconsistent with the OLR and SST
gradients in June–September 2011.

It is important to note that the zonal compo-
nent of the winds over the equatorial Indian Ocean,
nearly vanishes at the equator during both mon-
soons (Godfrey et al. 2001; Miyama et al. 2003;
Schott et al. 2009). Thus, during the summer mon-
soon season, the zonal wind over CEIO is weak and
highly variable (mean of 0.38 m/s and the standard
deviation of 0.9 m/s), implying that small errors in
the derived wind product could imply large errors
in the value of the index. Since, the OLR is a
robust product, we believe that the inconsistency
in 2011 is more likely to have arisen from the wind
estimates. Continuous surface wind data of suffi-
ciently long period (more than 30 years) over the
equatorial Indian Ocean are available only from
re-analysis products, in which data from different
sources are assimilated in the circulation models.
During 1999 to 2009, the primary source of the
wind data over the open ocean are scatterometer
measurements from the satellite and observations
from ships. With the demise of QUICKSAT in late
2009, the frequency of satellite observations has
decreased considerably. We find that relative to the
era with QUICKSCAT, there is a negative bias in
values of EQWIN vis-a-vis the east–west anomaly
of the difference in OLR (figure 2c). The small sam-
ple for the post-QUICKSAT era, precludes a sys-
tematic study of this bias at this point. We note
that for the other seasons in which the surface
wind as well as surface wind anomaly are inconsis-
tent with the gradient of OLR and OLR anomaly
(outliers in the wrong quadrants) are 1989, 1991
and 1993 (figure 2b). In fact, as in 2011, in all
these three cases, the east–west gradients of the
SST and the convection act in the same direc-
tion. As in 2011, the zonal wind and the wind
anomaly over the central equatorial Indian Ocean
are inconsistent with these gradients, suggesting
the possibility of some problems with the quality
of the surface wind data in the pre-QUICKSAT era
as well.

Since the major signature of EQUINOO is the
OLR/rainfall patterns, and since OLR/satellite
derived rainfall data are now available for well
over 30 years (1979–2011) we propose switching
over to indices based on OLR/rainfall for assess-
ing the phase and strength of EQUINOO. The
index based on OLR, viz., EQUINOLR is defined
as the difference between the OLR anomaly over
EEIO and that over WEIO normalized by the
standard deviation. Similarly the index based
on rainfall, EQUINRAIN, is defined as the dif-
ference between the rainfall anomaly over the
WEIO and that over the EEIO, normalized by

the standard deviation. Positive (negative) values
of EQUINOLR, EQUINRAIN represent a posi-
tive (negative) EQUINOO, which is favourable
(unfavourable) for the ISMR.

4. EQUINOO and the interannual
variation of ISMR

The most important finding of Gadgil et al. (2004)
is the clear separation of the ISMR extremes
(i.e., droughts and excess rainfall seasons) in the
phase plane of the indices of the ENSO and the
EQUINOO (figure 3a). They have shown that
the separation is statistically highly significant,
with the probability of such a separation occur-
ring by chance being 0.157%. This clear separa-
tion suggests that there is a strong relationship
between the extremes of ISMR and a composite
index of ENSO and EQUINOO which is the dis-
tance from the line of separation ‘L’ (Gadgil and
Francis 2012). All droughts are characterized by
negative values of the index (i.e., points below the
line L) and all excess rainfall seasons with positive
values (i.e., points above the line L). In fact, for
the extremes that occurred after the period ana-
lyzed by Gadgil et al. (2004), the composite indices
of the two drought seasons (viz., 2004 and 2009)
are negative and the excess season (2007) is posi-
tive (figure 3a) and hence consistent with the find-
ings of Gadgil et al. (2004). If we recalculate the
probability of occurrence of such a separation by
chance after including these three extreme seasons
of ISMR, it is even smaller (0.024 only).

We find that in the phase planes of the ENSO
index and, the EQUINOO indices based on OLR
and rainfall also, there is a clear separation
between droughts and excess rainfall seasons of
ISMR. In figure 3(b), the ISMR is represented
in the phase plane of the seasonal mean values
of EQUINOLR and the ENSO index for the
period 1979–2011. There are eight drought seasons
(viz., 1979, 1982, 1985, 1986, 1987, 2002, 2004,
2009) and four excess seasons (1983, 1988, 1994,
2007) of Indian summer monsoon in the chosen
period between 1979 and 2011. Out of these, the
drought of 1985 was in the favourable phase of
ENSO, while the excess season of 1994 was in the
unfavourable phase. Consistent with the earlier
results by Gadgil et al. (2004), all the four excess
seasons are well separated from the eight drought
seasons in the phase plane of the ENSO index
and the proposed EQUINOLR by the line L, sug-
gesting that a composite index based on the two
indices explains the extremes of ISMR better than
the individual indices. Note that the line ‘L’ is not
unique and it can be anywhere in the ‘wedge’ with
an angle of 13.7◦ as shown in figure 3(b).
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Figure 3. Extremes of ISMR in the period 1958–2011 are
represented in the phase-plane of (a) EQWIN and ENSO
index, (b) EQUINOLR and ENSO index for (1979–2011)
and (c) EQUINRAIN and ENSO index for (1979–2011).

We construct a composite index (CI) as the
linear combination of the ENSO index and the
EQUINOLR in the form, CI = a*(ENSOindex) +
b*(EQUINOLR). Here the coefficients ‘a’ and ‘b’
are taken as sin(θ) = 0.56 and (1−sin(θ)) = 0.44
respectively where θ is the slope of the line ‘L’ in
figure 3(b) that separates the droughts from excess
seasons. The correlation between the composite
index and the ISMR is significantly higher (0.62)
compared to the correlation between ISMR and
the individual indices (viz., EQUINOLR and the
ENSO index) for the period 1979–2011, which are
0.26 and 0.42, respectively. The drought and excess

seasons are well separated in the phase plane of
EQUINRAIN and ENSO index also (figure 3c). We
would therefore like to suggest that EQUINOLR
and EQUINRAIN could be used for assessing the
phase and magnitude of EQUINOO.

5. Conclusions

The anomalies of OLR,over the WEIO tend to be
of the opposite sign to the OLR anomalies over the
EEIO during each of the summer monsoon months
(June–September). EQUINOO is defined as the
oscillation between a state in which the convec-
tion/precipitation is enhanced over WEIO and sup-
pressed over the EEIO and vice versa. The index of
EQUINOO used so far is EQWIN, which is derived
from the zonal wind anomaly over the central equa-
torial Indian Ocean, for which a long time series of
data are available. We note that in the recent years,
particularly after the non-availability of wind data
from QuickSCAT to assimilate in the re-analysis
products, there are occasions on which EQWIN is
not consistent with the zonal gradient OLR anoma-
lies. Since OLR data are more reliable than the wind
over the CEIO and now there is an adequate length
of satellite data, in this paper, we introduce two
new indices of EQUINOO, which are defined as
the difference in the anomaly of OLR/precipitation
between WEIO and EEIO.

The major finding of Gadgil et al. (2004), that
all the droughts in the period 1958–2004 are
well separated from the excess seasons in the
phase-plane of EQWIN and ENSO index, is valid
even when EQUINOLR (or EQUINRAIN) is used
instead of EQWIN. This shows the robust nature
of EQUINOO-ISMR association, which is indepen-
dent of the index chosen for defining EQUINOO.
Since, the separation between the excess and
drought seasons are larger in the phase plane of
EQUINOLR and ENSO index compared to that in
the phase plane of EQUINRAIN and ENSO index,
EQUINOLR may be a more suitable index for
studying the association between EQUINOO and
ISMR. However, EQUINRAIN is a useful index to
define EQUINOO, especially when the simulations
by the climate model are analyzed to study the
EQUINOO and its links with regional climate.
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